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The following specs outline the images we will need in order to develop the creative
pieces needed
to support
event held at the Alameda County Fairgrounds.
Event Name
or your
Logo
Event
Examples of how photos and logos will be used are illustrated
on theName
next page.

Dates Here

Here
Please email all images and high resolution logos (vector Dates
files preferred
in .ai or .eps
format) to artwork@alamedacountyfair.com.
New proposed color palette

Current color palette

Eblast (EB) slide - 594 × 207px
This is a graphic that is sent in emails to customers.
Dates: Min 60pt font; Headline: Min 40pt font

Image Sizes
580px

Readerboard (RB) - 480 x 224px
This graphic is displayed on a digital readerboard on Bernal Ave.
IMPORTANT: Keep graphics to a minimum (intricate logos do
not show up, spell out in bold legible fonts), NO red or yellow
text. Try not to use logos, they are hard to read on a billboard.
Dark backgrounds work best. Include: Dates
Minimum 42pt font.
1104px

Photo

350px

Facebook Event Cover (FBEC) - 1045 × 393px
This580
graphicxis350
used for
creating events on Facebook. Typically
px
only a photo is preferred. Center the content since the sides get
To be
used
for eblasts, readerboard
cropped
on mobile
devices.
Headline:
80pt graphics
font
andMin
web

Event Name
or Logo

420px

YearRound Event Slide (YR) - 580 x 350px
Thisxgraphic
part of the bottom slider found on the Fair
1104
420ispx
homepage at https://alamedacountyfair.com
To be
used
for
covers
Graphics
should
be Facebook
simple since it is page
a small space
(name or
of event only).event
Dates are covers
part of template that should NOT
andlogo
Facebook
be altered — Cormorant Garamond 53pt font. Please use
this photoshop file as the template to work from.

Event Name or Logo
Logo Requirements
Dates
Here
Please send
a brand
kit (if possible) and logo color variations.
Photo
Acceptablewww.URL.com
logo file types:

.ai

.eps

Facebook Cover (FBC) - 1045 × 393px
This graphic is used for Facebook
page covers. Include event
or
details since the image cannot link to the event: Name of event/
logo, dates, and URL. Center the content since the sides get
cropped on mobile devices.
Dates: Min 80pt font; Headline: Min 80pt font; URL: Min 50pt font

YearRound Header Slide (YR) - 1920 x 650px
This graphic is part of the top slider found on the Fair homepage
at https://alamedacountyfair.com
Text is added on top of this image by the web team.
Note: This graphic is only needed for larger events
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The following specs outline the images we will need in order to develop the creative
pieces needed to support your event held at the Alameda County Fairgrounds.
Event
Name
orand
Logo
Examples
of how
photos
logos will be used are illustrated
on theName
next page.
Event

Dates
Here
New proposed color palette

Current color palette

Please email all images and high resolution logos (vector Dates
files preferred
in .ai or .eps
Here
format) to artwork@alamedacountyfair.com.
Eblast (EB) slide - 594 × 207px
This is a graphic that is sent in emails to customers.
Dates: Min 60pt font; Headline: Min 40pt font

Image Sizes
580px

Photo

350px

Facebook
Cover
580 Event
x 350
px(FBEC) - 1045 × 393px
ThisTo
graphic
is
used
for
creating
events on Facebook.
Typically
be used for
eblasts,
readerboard
only a photo is preferred. Center the content since the sides get
andonweb
cropped
mobilegraphics
devices.
Headline: Min 80pt font

Readerboard (RB) - 480 x 224px
This graphic is displayed on a digital readerboard on Bernal Ave.
IMPORTANT: Keep graphics to a minimum (intricate logos do
not show up, spell out in bold legible fonts), NO red or yellow
text. Try not to use logos, they are hard to read on a billboard.
Dark backgrounds work best. Include: Dates
Minimum 42pt font.
1104px

Event Name
or Logo
Dates Here

420px

OTBxEvent
1104
420Slide
px- 600 x 450px
This graphic is part of the bottom slider found on the Off Track
To be
used
for atFacebook
page covers
Betting
homepage
https://pleasantonotb.com
Name/logoevent
of event, covers
Dates, and OTB logo if applicable.
andInclude:
Facebook
Dates: Min 72pt font; Headline: Min 72pt font

Logo Requirements

Event Name or Logo
Event Name or Logo
Please send a brand kit (if possible) and logo color variations.
Dates Here
Dates Here
Acceptable logo file types:
www.URL.com

.ai

.eps

Facebook Cover (FBC) - 1045 × 393px
or
This graphic is used for Facebook
page covers. Include event
details since the image cannot link to the event: Name of event/
logo, dates, and URL. Center the content since the sides get
cropped on mobile devices.
Dates: Min 80pt font; Headline: Min 80pt font; URL: Min 50pt font

YearRound Header Slide (YR) - 1920 x 650px
This graphic is part of the top slider found on the OTB homepage
at https://pleasantonotb.com

